Exercise 15

Future Perfect Tense in Questions

Fill in the spaces with the correct form of the verb in parentheses in future perfect tense.

Note: In this exercise, we will practice using the future perfect tense in questions. Look carefully at the word order used in the examples.

Example: Will our luggage (arrive) have arrived by the time we get to the baggage area?
Example: Will it (snow) have snowed when we wake up tomorrow?
Example: Do you believe that species (disappear) will have disappeared by the end of the century?
Example: How many campaigns will you (work) have worked in when this one ends?

1) ______ you (retire) ______ ________ by 2014?
2) ______ the party (end) ______ ________ by 2:00 a.m.?
3) Do you think the prisoner (confess) ______ ________ ________ his crime when he appears in court?
4) ______ Danielle (give) ______ ________ ________ her speech by the time Andrew gives his?
5) How much rent ______ the tenants (pay) ______ ________ by the end of the year?
6) ______ Brent (read) ______ ________ more books than Trish by the end of the summer?
7) ______ you (finish) ______ ________ your student teaching when the semester ends?
8) ______ the farmer (harvest) ______ ________ ________ all of his corn by the middle of August?
9) Is it true that Jonathan (become) ______ ________ ________ a millionaire by the end of next year?
10) How many trees ______ the crew members (plant) ______ ________ when they finish today?
11) ______ the deer (survive) ______ ________ ________ when this harsh winter ends?
12) ______ Mom (worry) ______ ________ ________ about us if we arrive late?